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By DR J DENG

A Mobile tool for Ct dose and 
Cancer Risk estimation
Computed tomography (CT) and cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) 
scans have been widely used in the radiotherapy of cancers worldwide. yet, 
so far there has been no efficient way available to estimate the imaging dose 
and cancer risk originated from those scans. This article introduces a mobile 
tool, an iPhone app called CT Gently, that is designed for this purpose.

BACKGRound
In the past few decades, CT has been widely used in almost 
all kinds of diagnostic procedures and has been proven to 
be clinically effective [1]. The immediate  past decade has 
also seen a dramatic increase in the number of applications 
of Cone Beam CT (CBCT) in the radiotherapeutic manage-
ment of cancers [2]. Although implemented differently in the 
clinic, the radiation dose from both CT and CBCT scans has 
been a great concern among clinicians and also the general 
public. The issue of radiation dose is particularly important 
in children, as they are much more susceptible than adults to 
radiation-induced late effects such as growth retardation and 
second ary malignancies [1, 3].

Unfortunately, modern radiotherapy treatment planning 
systems (TPS) do not offer the capability of CT/CBCT dose 
calculation. Although the Monte Carlo algorithm can be 
used to simulate the radiation dose from CT/CBCT scans, 
it is very time-consuming and usually requires expertise in 
handling Monte Carlo algorithms. 

For these reasons, it would be highly desirable to have an 
easy-to-use tool that could be used to estimate the radiation 
dose from an imaging procedure performed on an individual 
anatomy.

wHY An ipHonE App?
The Apple iPhone is widespread and highly popular around 
the world, so an iPhone app designed for estimating radia-
tion dose in imaging procedures could be ideal to maximize 
accessibility for medical practitioners as well as the general 
public. In collaboration with Komatsu Business Service Co. 

in Tokyo Japan, I started to develop a new iPhone app called 
CT Gently in October 2011. As we intended, the CT Gently 
app was developed with Apple Xcode 4.2.1 toolkits with all 
the functionalities running on an Apple iPhone platform.

intERFACE dEsiGn And App AppEARAnCE
The philosophy for the interface design is simplicity and 
efficiency. As shown in Figure 1, the user first dials in 
gender, age, weight, the corresponding circumference at 
three anatomic sites (e.g. head, chest and abdomen). Given 
mAs and kVp values, CT Gently can generate comparative 
results both quantitatively and graphically on the organ 
doses and the associated cancer risks between the refer-
ence and the optimized settings for a CT or CBCT scan. It 
also allows the user to switch units for weight and length 
between the international standard and the English system. 
In addition, a Question & Answer (Q&A) page can be 
accessed for simple explanations on the basic terms and 
concepts such as CT, CBCT, mAs, kVp, organ dose and 
relative risk etc.

oRGAn dosE EstiMAtion
Based on Monte Carlo modeling of the CT and CBCT 
scans and particle transport simulation in human anat-
omy of various dimensions, the radiation doses to the var-
ious organs-at-risk at the head, the chest and the abdomen 
regions can be obtained for a specific scan of given mAs 
and kVp values [4-11]. In addition, personalized estima-
tion of organ dose has been made possible based on early 
cohort studies investigating the correlation between the 
organ dose and the patient’s weight, circumference, scan 
mAs and kVp [8-11]. Finally, to facilitate the calculation 
of organ dose, the correlation between the organ dose and 
the scan settings, as well as anthropometric parameters, 
are formulated and implemented in CT Gently.

In addition to the reference settings of mAs and kVp, a 
scan optimizer has been implemented to generate the opti-
mized mAs and kVp settings for low-dose CT and CBCT 
scans based on the user’s input. 

The optimizer works in such a way that almost constant 
low dose will be maintained for the specific organ-at-risk 
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with uniform noise property, irrespective 
of the particular physical dimension. 

In general, the optimized settings will 
reduce the doses to organs-at-risk by 
50-80% in comparison to the reference 
settings, which are the pre-defined settings 
from a scan protocol or a manufacturer, or 
a scan setting indicated by the user.

CAnCER RisK EstiMAtion
The National Academies of the United 
States issues a series of publications con-
cerning radiation health effects under the 
title of Biologic Effects of Ionizing Radia-
tion (BEIR). BEIR VII is the most up-to-
date and
comprehensive risk estimates for cancer 
and otherhealth effects from exposure to 
low-level ionizing radiation. It is among 
the first reports of its kind toi nclude 
detailed estimates for cancer incidence 
in addition to cancer mortality. In 
general, BEIR VII supports previously 
reported risk estimates for cancer and 
leukemia, but the availability of new and 
more extensive data have strengthened 
confidence in these estimates.

Using the BEIR VII formulism, we first 
estimate the radiation-induced excess rela-
tive risk (ERR) based on gender, age, and 
radiation dose to a certain organ-at-risk 
from a CT or CBCT scan [12]. 

The relative risk (RR) is then reported 
as 1+ERR in our app. Qualitatively speak-
ing, the relative risk stands for the exces-
sive cancer risk related to the radiation 
exposure to a group of individuals, as 
compared to the group without radiation 
exposure.

wHAt ABout otHER  
tYpEs oF sCAnnERs?
Designed to be simple and efficient, our 
app is intended not only for the clinicians 
but also for the general public. In the app, 
we first apply the Monte Carlo method to 
model the kV x-ray photon beams from 
a specific CT or CBCT scanner, and then 
use the developed model to simulate the 
dose distributions in real patient anatomy. 

Finally, based on retrospective cohort 
epidemiologic studies, we obtain the cor-

relations between the patient size, mAs, 
kVp and the organ dose, and implement 
them in our app. As there are of course 
many CT and CBCT scanner models 
available in the market, it would be prac-
tically impossible to go for this route of 
Monte Carlo modeling and simulation on 
a large number of patients.

It is well known that scanner-specific 
features such as filtration design and 
inherent x-ray tube output play an impor-
tant role in determining the organ dose. 
Confusion will arise among the general 
public if they are given too many technical 
choices such as scanner model, filtration 
and anode angle etc. Hence, limiting their 
choices to mAs and kVp only in addition 
to their own anthropometric information 
would make this app simple and easy to 

FigUre 1. The basic philosophy for the interface design is simplicity and efficiency. The user first dials in gender, age, weight, the corresponding circumference at three 
anatomic sites (e.g. head, chest and abdomen as shown above). Given mAs and kVp values, CT Gently can generate comparative results both quantitatively and graphically 
on the organ doses and the associated cancer risks between the reference and the optimized settings for a CT or CBCT scan.

“ ... CT Gently is available 
free via Apple iTunes ...”
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use.  However, it is also important to real-
ize that the results reported in CT Gently 
are scanner-dependent:

1. For CT scans, our results are based 
on a Siemens Somatom Sensation 16 scan-
ner. The organ dose from our app can 
be normalized to the CTDIvol from mea-
surement on this base model to remove 
the effects of CT scanner-specific features.

2. For CBCT scans, our results are 
based on a Varian On-board Imager 
system. Similar normalization can be 
applied to remove the effects of CBCT 
scanner-dependence.

3. The organ dose will be different if 
a different scanner model is used, and a 
normalization factor (CTDIvol, base / 
CTDIvol, user) will be required to convert 
the organ dose from our base model to the 
user’s model.

ConClusions
We have developed CT Gently, the world’s 
first iPhone app of its kind that can be 
used to estimate the organ doses and 
the associated cancer risks from CT and 
CBCT scans based on individual anatomy 
and scan mode. Furthermore, this easy-to-
use app can be used to generate optimized 
settings for personalized low-dose CT and 
CBCT scans. With the increasing concern 
of radiation dose and cancer risk among 
the clinicians and the general public, CT 
Gently may help increase the awareness 

about the safe and appropriate applica-
tions of medical imaging in the clinic with 
improved benefit-to-risk ratio in the long 
run, in accordance with the ‘Image Gently’ 
and ‘Image Wisely’ campaigns [13-14].

CT Gently is available free via Apple 
iTunes atM
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/ct-gently/
id654734773?mt=8. 

FutuRE dEvElopMEnts
At the moment, CT Gently only reports 
organ dose and cancer risk for one organ 
per scan site, that is, the brain for head 
scans, the lung for chest scans, and the 
red bone marrow for abdominal scans. 
More organs will be included in the future 
release to expand this functionality. In 
addition, CT Gently currently generates 
one set of optimized settings based on 
one’s circumference, which is basically a 
balanced approach to reducing the organ 
dose while maintaining acceptable image 
quality. In the future, two more optimiza-
tion scenarios may be added to suit differ-
ent clinical needs, i.e., to better spare the 
organs or to achieve better image quality. 

Finally, the Android and Windows-
based versions of CT Gently are expected 
in the near future.
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Women’s Imaging: MRI with Multimodality Correlation
Edited by M A Brown, H Ojeda-Fournier, Dr Djilas, M El-Azzazi & RC Semelka 
Pub. by Wiley Blackwell, 2014, 382 pp, € 140

Book review

Women’s Imaging: MRI with Multimodality Correlation is the latest volume in the grow-
ing Wiley-Blackwell radiology series Current Clinical Imaging, edited by Richard Semelka, 
MD. 

It is first book available anywhere that offers a concise and richly illustrated overview of 
the whole topic of women’s imaging with primary emphasis on MR imaging. 

Specifically, the book covers MR imaging techniques, imaging strategies for women’s 
health, normal anatomy of the pelvis and breast, and various disease processes and their 
imaging appearances. Practical image interpretation is emphasized throughout the book, 
making clear use of tables and checklists for reviewing images, and offering careful exami-
nation of differential diagnoses and special notes on key learning points. Special emphasis 
is given to MRI – which is widely regarded as the most complex, least well understood, and 
often most definitive imaging modality available to those who practice women’s imaging 
– but correlations to other imaging modalities such as X-ray, CT scan, and ultrasound are 
frequently provided.


